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Abstract
Fission product cross sections of (p,f)-reaction in thin samples of 208Pb, natHgO, natW irradiated with

high-energy protons are measured. The irradiations were made using proton beams extracted from the ITEP
synchrotron. The nuclide yields were γ-spectrometered directly using a high-resolution Ge-detector. The
GENIE2000 code was used to process the measured γ-spectra and the ITEP-developed SIGMA code was
used together with the PCNUDAT nuclear decay database to identify the γ-lines and to determine the cross-
sections. The 27Al(p,x)22Na  reaction was used to monitor the proton flux. The LAHET, CEM2k, CEM95,
CASCADE/INPE, CASCADE, INUCL, and YIELDX codes were used for computer simulation of the prod-
ucts measured. Comparison of simulated and experimental values shows insufficient predictive power of the
existing fission models. The results obtained are of importance in studying the parameters of the Pb, Hg and
W target modules of the hybrid Accelerator-Driven System (ADS) facilities.

1. Introduction

In nucleon-irradiated heavy preactinide nuclei at energies above ~100 MeV, the fission mode
(suppressed at lower energies by high fission barriers) shows itself together with the direct interac-
tion modes. In this case, the fission fragment mass distributions are of explicit �single-hump� shape,
which is what must be expected because the shell effects are insignificant at such high excitation
energies of compound nuclei, and a pure drop-type fission barrier appears. A more complicated
question to answer is what is the actual fissioning nucleus in this case? The fission of a compound
nucleus at high energies of projectiles is preceded by at least three processes that change the nu-
cleon balance of the reaction, namely:

(1) Intranuclear cascade emission that occur within a time comparable with the kinematic flight
time of the projectile to traverse the nucleus (τ0~10-22 s);

(2) Thereafter, the residual system gets thermalized within a time ~5τ0 and preequilibrium
particles may be emitted before a proper compound nucleus is produced;

(3) Evaporation of neutrons and charged particles from the compound nucleus (a slower proc-
ess, τ~10-20s, called often pre-fission emission, which is not quite justified as this process is
competing with fission).
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      Evaporation of particles from fission fragments (τ~10-17s) follows the proper fission process and
usually it is assumed that particle emission does not occur when the fissile system descends from
the saddle point to the disruption point.

A successive superposition of the mentioned above processes together with the proper fission
give rise to a very complicated nuclide composition of the reaction products. At the same time, such
a composition has to be decoded in view not only to understand the phenomenon as a whole, but
also to study the proper fission. According to the mentioned pattern of forming the nuclide compo-
sition of the fission fragments, the mass and charge distributions of the latter are readily seen to be
extended superpositions, thus making it difficult to compare the experimental high-energy fission
data with predictions by theoretical models.

In view of the above, important information may be provided by data obtained by physical and
analytical methods for studying the nuclide composition of the reaction products without instru-
mental discrimination of the fission channel, i.e., by measuring the cross sections for production of
all secondary nuclides. A joint analysis of such measurements together with data of �pure� fission
experiments will make it possible to improve the consistent estimate of the reaction nuclide balance
and, hence, the quality of physical interpretation of the entire set of processes discussed above.

Measurements of the produced nuclide cross sections can be made not only by a direct  �physi-
cal technique�, but also using �analytical methods� based on detecting and analyzing the radiation
from secondary radionuclides in irradiated targets. Such analytical methods have advantages of
their relative instrumental and methodological simplicities that permit large experimental data sets
to be obtained within short periods of time. Besides, analytical methods provide independent verifi-
cation of the physical methods and, hence, help in understanding the systematic errors inherent to
both.

Among analytical methods of radionuclide analysis, the techniques of direct γ-spectrometering
the irradiated target without any preliminary chemical separation are of high potential both regard-
ing the data accumulation rate and the range of studied radionuclides. However, a successful reali-
zation of these techniques requires high-current accelerators, to provide a sufficient statistical sup-
port of measurements.  The availability of such an accelerator at the Institute for Theoretical and
Experimental Physics (ITEP), namely, the ITEP U-10 proton synchrotron, has made possible re-
searches described in the present paper.

2. Experimental techniques

The experimental samples, which are 10.5-mm diameter pellets manufactured by pressing fine-
dispersed powders, were irradiated together with 10.5-mm diameter Al pellets. Two independent
proton beams from the ITEP U-2 synchrotron are used to irradiate the samples, namely, the low-
energy (70-200 MeV) and high-energy (800-2600 MeV) beams.

Table 1 shows the composition and chemical impurity content of the experimental samples and
monitors together with the main irradiation parameters and the cross section of the 27Al(p,x)22Na
reaction used to monitor the protons.

After the irradiations, the γ-spectra of the samples were measured with a high energy resolu-
tion Ge-spectrometer. The yields of product nuclei were measured by the relative method using the
27Al(p,x)22Na monitor reaction cross section. The techniques for measuring γ-spectra and for de-
termining the external proton beam energies and geometric parameters, as well as the neutron
background are described in Refs. [1,2].
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Table 1. Irradiation parameters, thicknesses of samples and monitors, and the 27Al(p,x)22Na monitor
reaction cross sections

Sample Isotopic
composition

[%]

Chemical
impurity

content [%]

Proton
energy
[GeV]

27Al(p,x)22Na
monitor reac-
tion cross sec-

tions [mb]

Monitor
sample

thickness
[mg/cm2]

Proton flux
through sample

within irradiation
time [1013 p/cm2]

208Pb

208Pb � 97.2
207Pb - 1.93
206Pb - 0.87

204Pb - <0.01

< 0.001 1.0 15.0 ± 0.9 139.4 / 139.6 5.1

NatW Natural < 0.05 2.6 11.7 ± 0.9 38.1 / 139.1 5.2

0.1 19.1 ± 1.3 536.0 / 138.2 0.9
0.2 15.1 ± 0.9 537.4 / 137.3 1.9
0.8 15.5 ± 0.9 529.3 / 139.1 1.3

NatHgO Natural < 0.16

2.6 11.7 ± 0.9 536.3 / 137.0 8.3

3. Basic definitions and computational relations

The formalism of representing the reaction product yields (cross sections) in high-energy pro-
ton-irradiated thin targets is described in sufficient detail in [1,2]. In terms of this formalism, the
variations in the concentration of any two chain nuclides produced in an irradiated target
( N N1

1
2

2λ λ →  → ) may be presented to be a set of differential equations that describe the produc-
tion and decays of the nuclides. By introducing a formal representation of the time functions of the
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the proton fluence via the monitor reaction cross section σst , we can present the unknowns as
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Here, σ1
cum is the cumulative cross section of the first nuclide; σ2

ind and σ2
cum  are the independent

and cumulative cross sections of the second nuclide; NAl  and NT  are the numbers of nuclei in the
monitor and in the experimental sample, respectively; η1 and η2 are γ-line yields; ε1 and ε2 are the
spectrometer efficiency at energies E1 and E2; ν1 is the branching ratio of the first nuclide; λ1, λ2,
λNa are, respectively, the decay constants of the first and second nuclides and of the monitor (22Na
or 24Na).
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The factors A0,, A1, and A2 are calculated through fitting the measured counting rates in the total
absorption peaks, which correspond to energies E1 (the first nuclide) and E2 (the second nuclide), by
exponential functions. It should be noted that formulas (1)-(4) were deduced on the assumption that
the γ-intensities of the two nuclides produced under irradiation are recorded up to the desired accu-
racy within a period from irradiation end to the moment of the ultimate detectable intensity. If, for
some reasons, the factor A1 cannot be found, then the factor A2 will be used together with expres-
sion (14) from [1] to determine the constant (σ2

cum*), which we called the supra cumulative yield:
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The resultant value may prove to be very different from σ2
cum. Nevertheless, the supra cumula-

tive yield can be either used directly to verify the codes, or determined further up to σ2
cum if the

necessary cross section is obtained elsewhere (for example in the �inverse� kinematics experi-
ments).

4. Experimental results

In our experiments, 596 yields of residual product nuclei were determined, of which more
than a hundred yields are fission products (see Table 2).  It should be noted that the present experi-
mental data are slightly different from the preliminary results reported earlier [18,19], as our data
acquisition is persistently in progress.

Table 2. Statistics of the product nuclei obtained in the experiments

Number of the product nuclei measured

Target Energy
[GeV] I Σmj Σmj+g C C* Sub-

total

of them,
fission

products
208Pb 1.0 8 15 15 65 11 114 30

NatW 2.6 10 9 6 100 4 129 17

0.1 4 10 12 17 1 44 8
0.2 6 12 14 27 6 65 13
0.8 9 12 14 57 11 103 21

NatHg

2.6 8 16 14 90 13 141 30
TOTAL 596 119

Legend:
I  - independent yields
Σmj � independent yields of separate metastable states
Σmj+g � independent yields of metastable and ground states
C � cumulative yields
C* - supra cumulative yields

It should be noted that the number of the measured fission products were counted on the as-
sumption that a measured nuclide is considered as a fission product for mass numbers below or
equal to 121 for 208Pb, 97 for natW, 111 for natHg at 0.1 GeV, 0.2 GeV, and 0.8 GeV, and 103 for
natHg at 2.6 GeV.
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5. Simulation of experimental results

Simulation techniques are of essential importance when forming a set of nuclear constants to be
used in designing  ADS facilities because they are universal and save much time and labour. At the
same time, the present-day accuracy and reliability of the simulated data are inferior to experiment.
Also existing simulation codes have different predictive abilities when used to study the reactions
that are of practical importance.

Considering this, the present work is aimed also at verifying the simulation codes used most
extensively for this purpose in order to estimate their predictive abilities and to stimulate efforts to
improve  them.

The following seven simulation codes were examined to meet these requirements:

•  the CEM95 cascade-exciton model code [3],

•  the CASCADE cascade-evaporation-fission-transport code [4],

•  the INUCL cascade- preequilibrium-evaporation-fission code [5],

•  the LAHET cascade-preequilibrium-evaporation-fission code (ISABEL option) [6],

•  the YIELDX semi-phenomenological code [7],

•  the CASCADE/INPE cascade-preequilibrium-evaporation-fission-transport code [8],

•  the latest version of the improved cascade-exciton model [9] code, CEM2k [10].
All the above codes are described in detail in [1,2,10,11].

Contrary to the simulation results, the experimental data include not only independent, but also
(and mainly) cumulative and supra cumulative residual product nuclei. To get a correct comparison
between the experimental and simulation data, the cumulative yields must be calculated on the basis
of the simulated independent yields.

Since any branched isobaric chain can be presented to be a superposition of a few linear chains,
the theoretical cumulative and supra cumulative yields of the n-th nuclide can be calculated as
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To get a correct comparison between results obtained by different codes, the calculations were
renormalized to the same cross sections for proton-nucleus inelastic interactions [12].

If an experiment-simulation difference of no more than 30% (0.77<σcalc./σexp.<1.3)  is taken to
be the coincidence criterion [13], the simulation accuracy can be defined as the ratio of the number
of such coincidences to the number of the comparison events. The 30% level meets the accuracy re-
quirements of cross sections for nuclide production to be used in designing ADS plants, according
to [13]. The mean simulated-to-experimental data ratio can be used as another coincidence criterion
[1]:

aF 10= , where  ( )2
exp,,log( iicala σσ= ,   (8)

with its standard deviation

( ) ( ) ( )( )2

exp,, loglog FFS iicalc −= σσ ,                (9)
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where  designates averaging over all the experimental and simulated results used in the compari-
son (i = 1, �, NS).

The mean ratio <F>, together with its standard deviation S(<F>) defines the interval [�F�/S(�F�)
, �F�*S(�F�)] that covers about 2/3 of the simulation-to-experiment ratios.

We apply the above two criteria together with our results shown in Figs. 1-14, to infer conclu-
sions about the predictive power of a given code.

The default options were used in all of the simulation codes without modifying the codes to get
optimal agreement with the data. All the calculations were made before any experimental results
were obtained, except the results from CEM2k. With such an approach, our comparison demon-
strate the real predictive power, rather than the descriptive power of the codes.

6. Comparison of experiment with simulations

The results obtained with the codes are presented in

•  Figs. 1 through 6, which show the results of a detailed comparison between the simulated
and experimental data on the radioactive reaction product yields;

•  Figs. 7 through 12, which show the simulated mass distributions of the reaction products to-
gether with the measured cumulative and supra cumulative yields of the products that are  in
immediate proximity to the stable isobar of a given mass (the sum of such yields from either
sides in cases when both left- and right-hand branches of the chain are present). Obviously,
the simulation results do not contradict the experimental data if calculated values run above
the experimental data and follow a general trend of the latter. This is because direct γ-
spectroscopy identifies only the radioactive products, which generally form a significant
fraction of the total mass yield but are never equal to the total mass yield when a stable iso-
bar is produced;

•  Fig. 13, which shows the experimental and calculated yields for several nuclides from Hg
versus the proton incident energy;

•  Fig. 14, which shows our [2] and GSI [14] experimental data and simulated independent
yields of Tm, Ir, and Tl isotopes from 208Pb in the form of isotopic mass distributions.

Table 3 presents the statistics of the experimental-to-simulated reaction product yield compari-
sons for the spallation and fission reactions separately, namely: the total number of measured yields,
NT; the number of the measured yields selected to compare with simulated data, NG; the number of
the product nuclei whose yields were simulated by a particular code, NS; the number of the com-
parison events when the simulated data differ from the experimental results by not more than 30%,
NC1.3; and the number of the comparison events when the simulated data differ from the experi-
mental results by not more than a factor of 2.0, NC2.0.

Generally, for each reaction studied here there is a region of products where both deep spalla-
tion and fission mechanisms are involved, i.e., the net measured yield of nuclides in this "overlap-
ping" region contains contributions both from spallation and fission. To have a "pure" comparison
with the data of calculated spallation and fission fragment yields, we do exclude from our compari-
sons shown in Tab. 3 the products from the "overlapping" regions. For each reaction, the overlap-
ping region is different and we estimated it comparing the measured data points with calculations
by LAHET and other codes, where each nuclide produced has an explicit index, either it is a spalla-
tion or a fission product, so that we get separately contributions from both spallation and fission to
the total calculated yield. We "defined" the overlapping regions following: 120<A<153 for 208Pb at
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1 GeV, 84<A<99 for natW at 2.6 GeV, 95<A<121 for natHg at 2.6 GeV, and 105<A<160 for natHg at
800 MeV (no measured yields in the overlapping regions for natHg at 200 and 100 MeV). Nuclides
from these overlapping regions are excluded from comparisons shown in columns "spallation" and
"fission" of Tab. 3, but are includes in its last column and in Figs. 1-6, where comparisons for all
measured yields are shown.

Since about a third of all secondary nuclei from our reactions are not spallation products, the
ability of codes to simulate high-energy fission processes is an important criterion of their ability to
work when the target is heavy enough to fission.

Among the code used here, LAHET, CASCADE, INUCL, CASCADE/INPE, and YIЕLDX
simulate both spallation and fission products. The CEM2k and CEM95 codes simulate spallation
only and do not calculate the process of fission, and do not provide fission fragments an a further
possible evaporation of particles from them. When, during a Monte-Carlo simulation of the com-
pound stage of a reaction these code encounter a fission, they simply remember this event (that
permit them to calculate fission cross section and fissility) and finish the calculation of this event
without a subsequent calculation of fission fragments. Therefore, results from CEM2k and CEM95
shown here reflect the contribution to the total yields of the nuclides only from deep spallation pro-
cesses of successive emission of particles from the target, but do not contain fission products. This
is explicitly reflected in a smaller number of the products simulated (the quantity Ns in Table 3) and
the shapes of the simulated curves in Figs. 1-12. To be able to describe nuclide production in the
fission region, these codes have to be extended by incorporating a model of high energy fission
(e.g., in the transport code MCNPX [15], where CEM97 [9] is used, it is supplemented by the RAL
fission model [16]).

The following conclusions follow from the analysis of the results for 208 Pb and natW presented
in Table 3 and in Figs. 1, 2, 7, 8, and 14:

1. Generally, all the codes can reasonably simulate the weak spallation reactions (the A ≥180
products for 208Pb and the A ≥150 products for natW), with simulation results differing from
experimental data, usually within a factor of 2.

2. In the deep spallation range (150<A<180 for 208Pb and 110<A<150 for natW) the simulation
codes have very different predictive powers, namely,

•  the LAHET, СEM2k, CASCADE/INPE, and YIELDX predictions are very close to the
experimental data;

•  on the whole, the CASCADE code simulates the A>160 product yields adequately. Below
A = 160, however, the simulated results are underestimated progressively (up to a factor of
5);

•  the INUCL code underestimates all the product yields systematically by a factor of 2-10
with the discrepancy increasing with decreasing A.

3. In the range of fission products (50<A<150 for 208Pb and 30<A<110 for natW), the INUCL
code predictions are in the best agreement with the data, when describing the yields from
208Pb. As a rule, the INUCL-simulated yields differ from measured data by a factor of less
than 1.5. In the case of natW, however, the prediction quality deteriorates substantially. The
LAHET-simulated yields in the same mass range are underestimated by a factor of 1.5-10.0.
The specific predictions of isotope production cross sections of the semi-phenomenological
code YIELDX both under- and over-estimate the fission product data  by a factor of up to 30,
without showing any obvious patterns in disagreement (Figs. 1-6). In contrast, the YIELDX
isobar cross sections are all greatly overpredicted, as shown in Figs. 7, 8, 10, 11, and 12.
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Table 3. Statistics of the experimental-to-simulated spallation and fission yield comparisons

Code Spallation Fission
All products

(spallation+fission+
fragmentation)

NT = 74, NG = 55 NT = 30, NG = 15 NT = 114, NG = 76208Pb
Ep=1.0GeV NC1.3 / NC2.0 / NS �F� S(�F�) NC1.3 / NC2.0 / NS �F� S(�F�) NC1.3 / NC2.0 / NS �F� S(�F�)

LAHET 36/51/55 1.39 1.31 1/3/15 3.65 1.70 39/59/76 1.92 1.73
CEM2k 33/53/55 1.40 1.25 -- -- -- 33/54/60 1.62 1.45

CASCADE/INPE 26/47/51 1.52 1.34 4/9/15 2.24 1.70 32/56/70 1.85 1.59
CASCADE 24/46/54 1.61 1.37 5/9/15 2.59 1.94 29/55/72 2.18 1.88
YIELDX 23/42/55 1.82 1.53 1/3/15 7.04 2.57 27/49/76 2.76 2.24
CEM95 30/46/55 2.16 2.00 -- -- -- 30/46/55 2.16 2.00
INUCL 16/27/55 2.75 1.99 7/11/14 1.95 1.71 24/40/73 2.89 2.15

NT = 100, NG = 61 NT = 17, NG = 14 NT = 129, NG = 81NatW
Ep=2.6GeV NC1.3 / NC2.0 / NS �F� S(�F�) NC1.3 / NC2.0 / NS �F� S(�F�) NC1.3 / NC2.0 / NS �F� S(�F�)

CEM95 31/56/61 1.53 1.36 -- -- -- 31/57/69 2.40 2.20
CASCADE 37/54/61 1.54 1.42 2/4/13 5.43 3.12 39/61/79 2.26 2.07

CEM2k 18/51/61 1.71 1.34 -- -- -- 19/55/71 2.10 1.65
LAHET 11/49/61 1.81 1.35 0/3/11 6.36 2.97 11/53/77 2.51 1.90
YIELDX 22/40/61 1.88 1.47 3/8/14 2.30 1.70 25/51/81 2.04 1.56
INUCL 28/49/61 2.06 1.82 0/0/5 14.16 1.86 28/49/70 3.43 2.88

NT = 36, NG = 24 NT = 8, NG = 5 NT = 44, NG = 29NatHg
Ep=0.1GeV NC1.3 / NC2.0 / NS �F� S(�F�) NC1.3 / NC2.0 / NS �F� S(�F�) NC1.3 / NC2.0 / NS �F� S(�F�)

CEM2k 6/18/23 1.73 1.36 -- -- -- 6/18/23 1.73 1.36
LAHET 8/16/23 1.78 1.43 0/0/3 7.88 1.45 8/16/26 2.43 1.92
INUCL 8/15/23 2.12 1.64 0/0/4 6.97 1.77 8/15/27 2.77 2.02

CASCADE 12/16/23 2.15 1.88 0/2/4 3.77 2.07 12/18/27 2.39 1.99
CEM95 8/14/24 2.19 1.68 -- -- -- 8/14/24 2.19 1.68

NT = 52, NG = 35 NT = 13, NG = 7 NT = 65, NG = 42NatHg
Ep=0.2GeV NC1.3 / NC2.0 / NS �F� S(�F�) NC1.3 / NC2.0 / NS �F� S(�F�) NC1.3 / NC2.0 / NS �F� S(�F�)

LAHET 17/30/35 1.50 1.30 0/1/6 3.70 1.74 17/31/41 1.87 1.60
CEM2k 20/29/35 1.59 1.41 -- -- -- 20/29/35 1.59 1.41

YIELDX 15/31/35 1.59 1.33 0/3/7 2.55 1.47 15/34/42 1.77 1.43
CASCADE 10/28/35 2.09 1.75 2/3/6 3.36 2.26 12/31/41 2.28 1.87

CEM95 12/28/35 2.13 1.84 -- -- -- 12/28/35 2.13 1.84
INUCL 10/21/35 2.22 1.69 2/2/6 2.66 1.77 12/23/41 2.29 1.71

NT = 66, NG = 47 NT = 21, NG = 13 NT = 103, NG = 70NatHg
Ep=0.8GeV NC1.3 / NC2.0 / NS �F� S(�F�) NC1.3 / NC2.0 / NS �F� S(�F�) NC1.3 / NC2.0 / NS �F� S(�F�)
CASCADE 26/43/46 1.43 1.26 4/7/12 2.49 1.85 31/51/66 2.33 2.08

LAHET 31/44/47 1.45 1.32 1/1/12 3.97 1.58 36/54/69 1.96 1.71
CEM2k 23/45/47 1.45 1.26 -- -- -- 24/47/54 1.73 1.51
CEM95 33/44/47 1.54 1.50 -- -- -- 33/44/51 2.30 2.28

YIELDX 18/37/47 1.68 1.36 4/5/13 3.29 2.08 27/51/70 2.09 1.72
INUCL 22/34/46 1.88 1.57 2/3/11 4.36 2.28 24/37/65 2.68 2.02

NT = 92, NG = 61 NT = 30, NG = 21 NT = 141, NG = 90NatHg
Ep=2.6GeV NC1.3 / NC2.0 / NS �F� S(�F�) NC1.3 / NC2.0 / NS �F� S(�F�) NC1.3 / NC2.0 / NS �F� S(�F�)
CASCADE 38/56/61 1.50 1.37 5/11/17 2.04 1.49 44/73/86 1.64 1.44

CEM95 36/56/61 1.52 1.38 -- -- -- 37/59/68 1.88 1.74
LAHET 12/49/60 1.73 1.26 5/10/19 2.63 1.87 17/63/87 2.00 1.48
CEM2k 17/51/61 1.73 1.36 -- -- -- 22/58/73 2.40 2.03
INUCL 21/50/61 1.87 1.58 4/9/16 2.85 2.04 26/61/85 2.43 1.97

YIELDX 15/45/61 2.01 1.55 3/7/20 3.65 1.98 19/55/89 2.45 1.76
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 The CASCADE/INPE-simulated yields of the 130<A<150 reaction products are strongly un-
derestimated (up to 1-2 orders of magnitude), while the rest of the simulated fission product
yields (40<A<130) agree with the experimental data generally within a factor of 2. Generally,
all the codes exhibit the feature noted above for INUCL, namely, the  prediction quality in the
case of natW is much worse compared to 208Pb, probably, because the cross section for fission
of a compound nucleus of a very low fissility is especially difficult to calculate.

Fig. 1. Product-by-product comparison between the experimental and simulated yields of radioac-
tive reaction products from 208Pb bombarded with 1 GeV protons.

Fig. 2. Product-by-product comparison between the experimental and simulated yields of ra-
dioactive reaction products from natW bombarded with 2.6 GeV protons.
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Fig. 3. Product-by-product comparison between the experimental and simulated yields of ra-
dioactive reaction products from natHg bombarded with 0.1 GeV protons.

Fig. 4. Product-by-product comparison between the experimental and simulated yields of ra-
dioactive reaction products from natHg bombarded with 0.2 GeV protons.

Fig. 5. Product-by-product comparison between the experimental and simulated yields of ra-
dioactive reaction products from natHg bombarded with 0.8 GeV protons.
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Fig. 6. Product-by-product comparison between the experimental and simulated yields of ra-
dioactive reaction products from natHg bombarded with 2.6 GeV protons.

Fig. 7.  The simulated mass distributions of reaction products together with the measured cu-
mulative and supra-cumulative yields from 208Pb bombarded with 1 GeV protons.  Black line shows

the GSI data in reverse kinematics [14].
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Fig. 8. The simulated mass distributions of reaction products together with the measured cu-
mulative and supra-cumulative yields from natW  bombarded with 2.6 GeV protons.

Fig. 9. The simulated mass distributions of reaction products together with the measured cu-
mulative and supra-cumulative yields from natHg bombarded with 0.1 GeV protons.
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Fig. 10. The simulated mass distributions of reaction products together with the measured cu-
mulative and supra-cumulative yields from natHg bombarded with 0.2 GeV protons.

Fig. 11. The simulated mass distributions of reaction products together with the measured cu-
mulative and supra-cumulative yields from natHg bombarded with 0.8 GeV protons.
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Fig. 12. The simulated mass distributions of reaction products together with the measured cu-
mulative and supra-cumulative yields from natHg bombarded with 2.6 GeV protons.

Fig. 13. Yields of indicated nuclides from natHg versus the incident proton energy.

In addition, the agreement of all codes with the data in the fission product region is worse than
in the spallation region; therefore, development of a better model for fission-fragment formation is
welcomed for any code

A comparison between the experimental and simulated data on the reaction product yields from
natHg presented in Table 3 and in Figs. 3-6 and 9-13 shows that all codes (except for YIELDX) sat-
isfactorily predict the A>170 products for 0.1, 0.2, and 0.8 GeV protons and the A>120 product
yields for 2.6 GeV protons. The yields simulated by all codes in the remaining ranges of masses are
very different from measured data, with the largest differences in the 80<A<103 range for the 0.1
and 0.2 GeV protons, in the 48<A<130 range for the 0.8 GeV protons, and in the 28<A<100 range
for the 2.6 GeV protons.
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Fig. 14. Isotope mass distribution for independent production of Tm, Ir, and Tl isotopes from
208Pb. Black squares are our measurements [2], while filled stars show GSI data obtained in reverse

kinematics [14]. Results from different codes are marked as indicated.

Figs. 9-12 show the simulated mass yield of the reaction products. The experimental cumula-
tive yields, which are often almost equal to the mass yields within measurement errors, are shown
as well for comparison. The following conclusions may be drawn from a comparison between the
experimental and simulated mass yields:

•  in the case of 0.1 GeV protons and A>190, all codes1 predict the mass curve shape quite
well;

•  in the case of 0.2 GeV protons and A>180, all simulated yields are in a good agreement with
experiment, for all codes;

•  in the case of 0.8 GeV protons, the best agreement with the data is reached with YIELDX at
A>130 and with INUCL at A<130;

•  in the case of 2.6 GeV protons and A>100, the CEM95 and CASCADE results agree with
experiment, while the LAHET-simulated yields are underestimated, whereas the YIELDX
and INUCL code-simulated yields represent the mass curve shape erroneously. None of the
codes can represent the experimental curve shape at A<100.

Fig. 13 illustrates the dependence of a part of measured yields from Hg as functions of the inci-
dent proton energy together with the results by LAHET, YIELDX, INUCL, and CASCADE.

7. Conclusion
The above-presented experimental data (our data acquisition is persistently in progress) can be

used to estimate the prediction power of codes and, hence, make it possible to improve the physical
models used to describe reactions in heavy pre-actinide nuclei.

                                                
1 Except for YIELDX, which was not used at 0.1 GeV.
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Our study shows that the predictive power of all codes tested here for data in the fission region
is worse than in the spallation region; therefore, development of better models for fission-fragment
formation is of first priority. We conclude that none of the above-discussed codes can adequately
describe the nuclide composition of the high-energy fission products (as a rule, a mean squared de-
viation factor of 2-6 is observed contrary to 1.4-2.5 for the spallation products). All tested codes
should be improved further to become reliable tools for both scientific and applied purposes. We
plan to test in the future one more code, namely, CEF, taking into account its potential in describing
the fission processes, as reported in [17].

Further accumulation of similar experimental data is important. It should be emphasized that
the charge distributions in the isobaric decay chains are important as well. The information thus
obtained would make it possible, first, to raise the information content of the comparisons between
experimental and simulated data and, second, to reduce the uncertainties in experimental determi-
nation of the cumulative yields by establishing unambiguous relations between σcum and σcum* for
many of the reaction products.
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